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Maritime industry 
• 50 000 merchant vessels deliver 90% of international trade; 

• Offshore energy sources supply 30% of oil and natural gas; 

• More than one million km of submarine cables carry 98% of 

international communications; 

• Roughly 1,3 million vessels work the world’s fisheries, providing  

the first source of protein for 2,6 billion people. 

 



Oceans are also 

• More than 200,000 species still 

unknown; 

• Absorb 30% of carbon dioxide 

produced by humans, limiting 

climate change; 

• Ecosystem goods and services 

• More than 40% of the world’s 

oceans are considered “heavily 

affected” by human activities. 
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Oceans are 'worth US$24 trillion'

Marine scientist Ove Hoegh-Guldberg explains the rationale behind pricing the ocean.

23 April 2015

Ove Hoegh-Guldberg is one of Australia’s leading marine scientists and director of the University of Queensland’s

Global Change Institute in St Lucia. He is also the lead author of Reviving the Ocean Economy, a report published

on 23 April by the conservation group WWF, which attempts to estimate the value of the ocean and proposes

steps for its safeguarding.
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The ocean's riches: a school of brown-striped snapper (Xenocys jessiae), pictured near the Galapagos

Islands.



Ocean conservation 

• Trying to reduce the threats to ocean ecosystem and protect 

its biodiversity. 



Where I’m from 

St. Lawrence ecosystem 



Getting industry on 

board 
Ocean 

resources 

Offshore 
wind energy 

Commercial 
fishing 

Whale-
Watching 

• Potential benefits of ocean conservation 

for industry can be substantial 

• Marine spatial planning: 

the Massachusetts example 

• Prevents more than US $1 million in losses to the fishery and whale-

watching sectors 

• Generating $10 million in extra value to the energy sector 



How to achieve this? 
An integrated approach to ecosystem 

management 



1. Speaking the same language 

• No industry can grow indefinitely in a degraded environment, 

and no healthy environment can be maintained without the 

commitment of a responsible business community. 

• Approaching the industry with ecological arguments is a mistake 

• Ocean planning benefits the industry and its sustainability 

• Cost-benefit analysis 

• Maximising short-term benefits is unsustainable 

 

 



The economic value of healthy 

ecosystems 



The economic value of healthy 

ecosystems 



Whale-watching: profit vs 

sustainability 



2. Don’t battle with businesses 

• Learn about the industries you want to engage & develop 

understanding of their main issues; 

• Provide industries with background information; 

• Make sure every interest is represented: 

• NGOs, governments, scientists, first nations, 

conservationists, and businesses 

• Try to see each other’s perspective and language 

• Give businesses public credits for the conservation efforts & 

compromises they make. 

 



2. Don’t battle with businesses 

• Mistakes to avoid: 

• Consulting with business as an afterthought 

• Battling with businesses. You must first assume that 

businesses will want to minimize their impact and protect 

their image. 

• Not planning enough time to change commercial 

situations to allow for a different use of marine space (it 

takes years, not months) 



Bay of Fundy: Right whales and 

ships 







Why reducing seabed impacts? 



3. Engage the industry in designing 

ocean planning processes 

• Develop common ground around the need and opportunity to 

improve the relevant data and science; 

• Create a process to identify data needs 

• Build a cooperative process for stakeholders to gather and share 

data and support independent science; 

• Involve business in the earliest stages of the process. 



• International, cross-sectoral industry 

leadership alliance on "Corporate Ocean 

Responsibility” 

 

• Environmental certification program; 

• Voluntary, transparent and 

inclusive initiative that 

addresses key environmental 

issues; 

• 11 performance indicators. 

industries with background 

information; 



Meet the industry in its own 

element 



Education 
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